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Abstract—
This paper shows a configuration scheme for networks with WFQ

schedulers that maximizes the amount of best effort traffic carried.
We focus on those cases where traffic flows would congest critical links
and lower network performance. The proposal is based on a Linear
Programming formulation. The solution provides the weights that will
allow us to control the best effort flows and reach the optimal situa-
tion. We offer a formulation that reaches a trade-off between network
utilization, fairness, and user satisfaction.

Keywords— Traffic engineering, Traffic control, Network perfor-
mance

I. INTRODUCTION

Providing Quality of Service (QoS) requirements for cer-
tain flows in “best effort” IP networks is a topic of attention
from researchers, enterprises and Internet Service Providers
(ISPs).

Solutions based on DiffServ (Differentiated Services) [1]
or IntServ (Integrated Services) [2] provide mechanisms to
guarantee certain throughput and delay to the flows with
QoS constraints in an individual Autonomous System [3].
They focus on flows that we call EF (Expedited Forward-
ing) traffic. The remaining available bandwidth is used by
the so-called Best Effort (BE) traffic.

For the provision of this QoS, new schedulers are been
implemented in network routers. Schedulers like WFQ
(Weighted Fair Queuing [4]), PGPS (Packetized General-
ized Processor Sharing [5]) and CBQ (Class Based Queuing
[6]) can provide a minimum bandwidth for required flows.
The configuration of the schedulers is straight forward from
the requirements of these EF flows. However, these routers
typically use this scheduling mechanism with BE traffic too.
The default configuration gives the same weight to every
flow or a weight based on the TOS bits in the IP header.
There is a lack of an accepted solution for the configuration
of weights for these flows without requirements, a solution
that could be applied to the huge variability of services and
traffic types found in data networks. Even for the flows from
services that carry a large percentage of the network traffic,
it is not easy to optimize their impact on the network.

In this paper we present a simple way solve this configu-
ration. The goal is to optimize network use from the point
of view of the service provider. This provider will try to
maximize his revenue. As best effort flows, by definition,
don’t have any specific quality requirement, this approach
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will look for those flows that make the best use of network
resources. But even for BE traffic, we include an objective
of fairness among flows and we measure its impact on the
maximum revenue. This fairness brings the user’s point of
view to the study and avoids the starvation of some flows.

Other proposals have focused mainly in routing algo-
rithms with QoS, trying to find the best routes for EF traffic
[7] [8]. The best routes will be those less congested, with
less delay or those that would minimize blocking probabil-
ity for future arriving flows. In this paper we assume that
path selection for any kind of EF traffic is solved by a known
method. Once the EF traffic is routed there is still a large
amount of BE traffic using the residual available bandwidth.
Typically, this available bandwidth has been managed by the
routing protocol for best effort traffic [9]. We show that even
using a shortest-path routing protocol, a big improvement
can be achieved selecting the optimal bandwidth resources
for each BE flow. This sharing becomes interesting when
there is congestion in the network and so, not every packet
could be carried. In this situation a bad selection of flows
could congest some critical paths in the network and starve
many other flows, moving the working point of the network
to a far from optimal situation. We will focus into maximi-
zing carried traffic for the worst cases of congestion, when
the sharing policy becomes critical.

We assume that a flow-based multiplexing and schedul-
ing discipline is available in each router. The packet sched-
uler will give priority to EF traffic. Among the EF flows we
can share the bandwidth configuring the weight assigned to
each flow. For the best effort traffic we will use precom-
puted weights that try to select the optimal flows. We will
try to set up these weights for the BE flows in such a way
that the carried traffic will be as high as possible. As far
as we know the literature does not address the problem of
providing optimal WFQ weights for the BE traffic.

Using a WFQ scheduler for BE traffic means that the
nodes will provide a minimum bandwidth for the BE flows.
This could look like contradictory with the definition of
“best effort” traffic, but we should remember that the
scheduling discipline is work conserving and so the unused
bandwidth of a flow will never be wasted while there are
queued packets.

To calculate these BE weights, we will use a Linear Pro-
gramming (LP) approach, trying to maximize the load in
the network. This approach has been successfully used in
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similar flow maximization problems [10] [11] [12].
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in section

II we present the scenario. Section III presents the formu-
lation of the proposal. Section IV is devoted to an in-depth
analysis of the results and finally section V presents the con-
clusions that can be drawn from this study.

II. SCENARIO

Our network scenario is any topology of nodes (routers)
interconnected by links with different bandwidth. Every
node is supposed to be in the same administrative domain
so the global information of the topology is known and the
configuration of the flows in the nodes is not an issue. In
this network there can be EF flows and BE traffic. How-
ever, once the paths for the EF flows are known, a mini-
mum bandwidth for these flows is guaranteed and unused
bandwidth is left available to other classes. This guaranteed
bandwidth is the minimum provided by the WFQ scheduler
in the case of congestion. For the BE traffic we study all
the traffic from node � to node � as only one total BE flow
����� . The routes for BE traffic will be assumed as static
during the calculations and given by any routing algorithm
based on shortest paths [13]. An important difference with
other optimization works in the literature should be high-
lighted: the traffic matrix is not an input parameter. The op-
timization problem finds the best arrangement of BE flows
that will maximize the carried traffic. The solution provides
the bandwidth that should be enforced for the best effort
flows when the sources are greedy.

The nodes in the topology could be traffic sources and/or
sinks. We add the category of transient nodes. A transient
node is neither source nor destination, and is used to model
the routers not attached to any network with hosts.

We are interested in networks built with generalized pro-
cessor sharing schedulers (PGPS or WFQ, packetized ver-
sions of GPS). From [5], for each backlogged session �
throughout the time interval ���
	��� , GPS is defined as the
scheduling such that:

��� ���
	������� ���
	����
��� �
� � 	�������	! 
	#"#"$"&% (1)

where
� � ���'	���� is the amount of session � traffic served in that

interval and � � are the weights. It provides a guaranteed rate
for session � of:

( � � � �) � � �'*
�

(2)

where * � is the session � average rate. Additionally, it pro-
vides worst-case network queuing delay guarantees when
the sources are constrained by leaky buckets.

We work with a worst case total congestion in the net-
work. In this situation each flow receives the minimum
bandwidth provided by the configured weights. The pro-
posed approach will calculate the weights for the BE traffic
that maximizes carried traffic. At the same time, as a trade-
off, we will try to provide some fairness. This fairness will
avoid the starvation of some flows.

III. METHODOLOGY

In this section we specify the constraints and objective
function for the linear program that will provide the weights
for the best effort flows.

A Linear Program in standard form follows equations
3a-3c, where + is a column vector with the unknown vari-
ables to be solved, , is a matrix of coefficients and - and. are column vectors with more coefficients. The bounds in
equation 3b can be generalized. The objective function 3c
can be turned into a maximization and the problem can be
solved using standard techniques like the traditional Sim-
plex method.

,/+0�1- (3a)

+ �32 (3b)

minimize . + (3c)

For the formulation of this particular problem let % be
the set of nodes in the network and 4 the set of links
( 4656%�78% and 9#489 is the number of elements in 4 ). Each
node could have one link (end node or host) or several links
with other nodes (router). Each link is a pair :;�<��+=	�>
�@?A4
where +=	�>B?C% . Let -#D!E F , ( GH	!IJ?C% ) be the amount of traf-
fic carried from node G to node I (not necessarily adjacent
ones). We call this flow G/�KI and LNMO��P D&QRF is the set of
links in the path from node G to node I (eq. 4). This path is
calculated by a routing protocol and we keep it fixed for our
calculations.

LNMO��P D&QRF �TSO��G�	�U�VW�X	$�YU�VH	�U[Z#�\"]"^"_��U=`
	�Ia�cb (4)

If %;d is the set of transient nodes, every -#DcE F flow with any
of the end nodes ( G and/or I ) in the set of transient nodes
must be 0. We express this with the set of constraints:

-XD!E Fe� 2gf G�	�Ih?C%/ijGk?C%;d and/or IJ?A%;d (5)

One of the main constraints is based on the fact that the
amount of traffic in a link :l����Um	�n0�B?�4 must be lim-
ited by the available bandwidth in that link. We denominate
��oqp the available bandwidth for best effort traffic in a link
: once the configuration for the EF flows has been done.
For each link : there is a subset of flows rs5t%u7v% , such
as : belongs to the path of every flow in r (

f ��GH	!IO�J?1r ,
:0?wLNM���P�D&QRF ). That means that all those flows G;�xI use
link : and consume bandwidth from ��owp . We express this
constraint in the form of the set of equations:

y
D!E F$zH{m|�pc}�~]�aE �@��zH�=�cdY�������

-#D!E Fk�3��o�p�	�-#D!E F �32 (6)

For the last set of constraints we define an auxiliary vari-
able � . This variable is the minimum amount of bandwidth
assigned to each BE flow (eq. 7). We will get a solution
with a trade-off between user goals and administrator goals.

f G�	�Ih?0%��w% d - DcE F � � �32
(7)



With these constraints we analyze three problems based
on three different objective functions for the linear program.
Namely:

(a) Maximum traffic: The objective is to maximize the
amount of traffic carried by the network.

� -&��� . � �����8� max S y
DcE F$zH{�|cD��}[F

- D!E F b (8)

(b) Providing minimum bandwidth: We solve two LPs,
both with the same set of constraints. The first one uses the
following objective function:

� -&��� . � �����k� max S�� b (9)

The solution is a minimum and equal amount of band-
width for every possible flow in the network. For the second
LP we subtract the bandwidth used by the flows calculated
in the first step from ��o p . With the network comprising
the remaining link bandwidth we formulate the goal of max-
imum network use. Using the same procedure as in method
(a) we formulate (10) as the objective function for the new
LP with this network and the same set of constraints. The
variables

�- D!E F in this equation have the same meaning as the
-#D!E F in the previous formulation but are specific for this par-
ticular situation where the minimum bandwidth has already
been subtracted from the topology. This second LP follows
the same approach as method (a) but from a different start-
ing point.

� -&��� . � �����8� max S y
DcE F$zH{�|cD��}[F

�- D!E F b (10)

In this method the total configured bandwidth per flow is
-#D!E F8� �
	

�-XDcE F ( G�	�Iqi?C%;d ).
(c) Trade-off: In this approach we study the effect of an

objective function that combines cases (a) and (b). We solve
an LP with equation 11.

� -���� . � �����8� max S y
D!E F$zH{��{��Y|cD��}=F

�-XD!E F�	�� � b (11)

where � is an independent coefficient that controls the effect
of variable � in the problem. In section IV-B we investigate
the effects from this � coefficient.

We denote with a superscript the solution of the linear
programs in each of the three methods, - ~����D!E F , � ~���� , � ?
S�M�	!-�	 . b . Finally we define � ~������� as the total amount of BE
traffic carried by the network with the solution from method
( � ):

� ~������� � y
DcE F$zH{�|cD��}[F

- ~����DcE F (12)

These - ~����D!E F coefficients turn into the � � weights in the
packet schedulers (eq. 1) for the flows from each node G
to each node I . They have to be configured in each node in
LNMO��P D&QRF .

IV. ANALYSIS

In this section we analyze the solutions obtained from the
linear programs formulated in section III.

A. Basic scenarios

In order to explain the observed effects we take three ba-
sic topologies. These test topologies can be seen in Fig. 1,
where the transient nodes are filled with a gray pattern. All
the links have capacity 1.

We use several parameters for the evaluation of the re-
sult from each LP proposed. The total BE traffic carried is
our primary goal. Another parameter we present is the min-
imum bandwidth reserved for each flow. We can get this
value from variable � in methods (b) and (c). However, in
method (a) we could have � � 2 and at the same time get a
minimum bandwidth greater than

2
. The reason for this re-

sult is that the objective function for method (a) doesn’t use
variable � . The solving method for the LP could choose
� � 2 because that way the constraints are true and chang-
ing the value of � doesn’t change the result of the objective
function. So for method (a) we get the minimum reserved
bandwidth looking at all the - ~_�\�DcE F . We also show a measure-
ment of disparity � among flows, calculated with equation
13. � ~��O� is the average bandwidth for the BE flows (aver-
age of the - ~����D!E F ) and so � ~���� is the average difference from

the - ~����D!E F to � ~���� (squared like a variance estimator). In the
absence of any preference among BE flows, we use � to
measure the fairness in the result. This disparity is not an
absolute measurement in the sense that we can not use it to
compare different topologies, but it’s an interesting figure
when we use different methods to solve the configuration
for the same topology. Among different topologies the vari-
ations in connectivity and link bandwidths make this param-
eter useless. Finally we show the percentage of flows with
an assignment greater than 0. The minimum bandwidth, the
disparity � and the percentage of non-null flows are not an
objective of the network operator but they are quality mea-
surements from a user’s point of view. We use max S�� ��� b
as the goal of the network operator.

� ~���� � � ~�������
9 SO��GH	!IO�!ijG�	�Ih?C%�� %Rdc	!G��� I'ba9

� ~���� �
) D!E F$zH{��{ � |cD��}=F � -XDcE F � � ~���� � �
9�Sa� G�	�Ia��iHGH	!Ih?C% � % d 	cG!��1I
b 9 (13)

The three basic scenarios we study are a full connected
network (table I), a ring (table II) and a tree with transient
nodes (table III).

Full connected
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Fig. 1. Basic simulated scenarios



We can show the following insights from the analysis of
these scenarios:
� Best utilization: Methods (a) (Max.Traff) and (c) (Trade-
off with �w�<� ) always get the best result in terms of maxi-
mum network utilization ( � ~������� ).
� Minimum bandwidth: Method (a) sacrifices � . Some
flows could get a 0 bandwidth assignment. Method (b)
(Min.BW) always provides a minimum bandwidth to all the
flows and the highest that is allowed. Method (c) works as
(a) or as (b) in different topologies.
� Trade-off: Method (c) tries to provide a minimum band-
width at the same time that maximizes network use. In sec-
tion IV-B we will describe the effect of the � parameter.
This parameter controls the effect each part of the objective
function has on the solution. We will show that method (c)
behaves as method (a) or (b) as � goes to 0 or to � .
� Minimum disparity: Method (b) gets the smallest dispar-
ity � in every case. The flows receive bandwidth assign-
ments closer to each other and so the sharing is fairer. We
find that the maximization of variable � in an independent
step has not only an effect on minimum bandwidth but also
reduces this variability. By configuring this minimum we
get a closer bandwidth distribution.
� Shortest-path flows: If we look at the best - ~]�\�D!E F flows we
see that they are those with the shortest paths. In topologies
without transient nodes we can fill all the links using just
one-hop flows. For example, in the ring case described, all
the - ~]�X�D!E F � 2 use one-hop routes. In topologies with transient
nodes, like the tree case, we may need longer flows.
� Effect of � : Method (b) first tries to provide a min-
imum bandwidth for every possible flow in the network.
It forces all the flows to be greater than zero, even if they
use long, non one-hop paths. Providing a minimum band-
width for every flow is done at the expense of link band-
width that could have been used for other flows. In any non
trivial topology we may find pairs of (source node, destina-
tion node) whose path is longer than one hop. In these cases
we are reserving the provided bandwidth for that flow in
more than one link. If not all the nodes in the path between
source node and destination node are transient, that means

TABLE I

RESULTS FOR FULL CONNECTED TOPOLOGY ( ����� )

Method � ��� min BW � ~���� % - D!E F � 2
Max.Traf. 30 1 0 100
Min.BW 30 1 0 100
Trade-off 30 1 0 100

TABLE II

RESULTS FOR RING TOPOLOGY ( ����� )

Method � ��� min BW � % - D!E F � 2
Max.Traf. 12 0 0.248 40
Min.BW 8 0.1667 0.041 100
Trade-off 12 0 0.248 40

TABLE III

RESULTS FOR TREE TOPOLOGY ( ����� )

Method � ��� min BW � % -XD!E F � 2
Max.Traf. 4 0 0.242 33
Min.BW 4 0.25 0.015 100
Trade-off 4 0.25 0.015 100

2 31

Fig. 2. Example of the effect of K

that there are other flows with shorter paths that could use
that bandwidth with a smaller expense of total bandwidth
in the network. That way, with the same amount of link
bandwidth expense we would get a larger total carried traf-
fic � ~������� . That’s the reason method (b) reaches a lower � ~��O���� .
This can be easily seen with the help of Fig. 2. In this
simple topology there aren’t transient nodes. The possible
flow pairs are - Z E � , - � E Z , - � E 	 , -
	XE � , - Z E 	 and -
	#E Z . Providing
a minimum and equal bandwidth � to all of them means
configuring � even for flows � ��� and ���x� . Flow �8�
� uses � in the links ���H	c H� and �  	��� . That means that while
in � ��� we count only � we expend  j� . If the minimum
bandwidth constraint doesn’t apply then the flows ���  
and  ��� can be configured with a  H� bandwidth and
with the same expense in total bandwidth the carried traffic
is increased by � . The same procedure can be applied to the
�;� � flow. This is the reason in some topologies minimum
bandwidth assignments don’t take to the maximum � ��� .

B. Complex scenario

In order to show the behavior of the three LP proposals, in
this section we use a more general network topology. Fig.
3 presents a network with different link bandwidths, sev-
eral bottlenecks and transient nodes. The number associated
with each link is the available bandwidth. Again, transient
nodes are filled with a gray pattern.

In table IV we show results similar to those we offered for
the basic scenarios. Methods (a) and (c) (with � � � ) get
the maximum carried traffic ( � ��� ). Method (b) gets a lower
utilization but it is the only one that provides a minimum
bandwidth for every possible BE flow in the network. The
smallest disparity among flows is reached using method (b).
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Fig. 3. Complex scenario



TABLE IV

RESULTS FOR COMPLEX TOPOLOGY

Method � ��� min BW � ~���� % - D!E F � 2
Max.Traf. 18 0 0.138 16
Min.BW 16.8 0.0625 0.051 100
Trade-off 18 0 0.156 16

Method (c), while providing the same � ��� and percentage
of non null flows, gets the worst disparity.

We study now the effect of coefficient � that multiplies
variable � in method (c). In Fig. 4, 5 and 6 we plot � ~������� ,
the minimum bandwidth configured for each flow and the
disparity � ~���� as a function of the weight � .

When � is low, � is not as important as � ��� in the objec-
tive function. It’s better (in terms of the objective function)
to maximize the carried traffic than providing a minimum
bandwidth for every flow. That’s the reason the LP may
find a better solution that sacrifices � in order to configure
shorter flows with higher assignments. These shorter flows
will carry more end-to-end traffic than longer ones with the
same network use. Below certain interval of � we mainly
find the same behavior as with method (a).

When � is high, the minimum bandwidth imposed by �
is more important than carrying more flows. The LP will try
to get the best minimum assignment and then it will con-
tinue maximizing � ��� . Even with high � , getting higher
-#D!E F we can still improve the result of the objective. This
way method (c) behaves as method (b) when working above
a certain interval of � .

The steep transition from one kind of solution to the other
is shown in the right side of Fig. 4, 5 and 6. As the net-
work topology becomes larger and with many more differ-
ent paths and bandwidths it would be easier to find a better
solution focusing on the maximization of the � ��� part. We
would need a higher � coefficient in order to prioritize � in
the objective function. This would move the transition point
in the figures to the right.

From Fig. 4 and 5 we can see that there are intervals
of � where we get the same � ��� and the same minimum
bandwidth (for this topology for example when � ? � 2 	$���  ).
But sometimes those intervals show a changing disparity �
(Fig. 6). If we look at the set of - ~����D!E F that result from the
LP with different values of � we find that the solutions are
different, all of them provide the same � ��� and the same
minimum BW but the sharing of bandwidth among flows
changes. All of these solutions reach the same value in the
objective function so from the point of view of the linear
program they are equivalent. Depending on the way the LP
is solved and the initial step is chosen in the algorithm, we
get different but equivalent solutions. This different sharing
has been easily detected thanks to the parameter � that we
defined.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have shown that carried traffic (and so the revenue)
can be improved choosing the optimal bandwidth for the
best effort flows. The bandwidth in this optimization has
been calculated using a linear program. The results trans-
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late directly into the configuration of flow schedulers in the
network routers. We have solved the problem of choosing
the best WFQ weights for flows without specific QoS re-
quirements. A requirement on optimal minimum bandwidth

per flow can be added and it improves user satisfaction and
fairness without increasing complexity in the formulation.
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